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1  Objective Power Play 
In  

ne ex:sr-1.f on Power Play sounds oin.-iost n- ocia. 'hose 	words op- 
peps' to a•••,- c:<e on astounding creativity. Every coach seems :o P.onslstenity 
cc sesoron'ho for -ne power play. 	n.n 	hucters ot c,7stehrs. Hays 
ono Ideas designed to guarantee success. To have a good cower play strike 
one as berg ec,ivalent with ha/rig a good team. For many there's a logical 
-e evonce between he quality or the power clay and the tTicli47 of the 

Great Power Play = Grec..7 Coach 
3cd Pam‘ter Play = 3ad Coach 

Since today' s management tend to believe in the equation, Bad Coach 
= Ex-Coach, can no one allow himself not to have ideas and theories on how 
to improve his power play. Every coach has his own plays, for his own team, 
for his own lines to match all his opponents. Furthermore, he got those plays 
for oil the power play situations, such as: break out, break in, establish puck 
control in the offensive zone, forecheck, face off, line changes and finally 
and most important a designed play to score. 

It would be very interesting to collect all these theories in a book (or 
rather in a giant computer memory because no book can possible content 
all these information's). Probably it would be even more interesting to collect 
the data from how effective power plays actually where played. To deal with 
the facts and not the theories. Forget about the prejudiced evaluations and 
the promising predictions, subjectively made up by the theory's self an-
nounced inventor. Focus only on facts, pure, untwisted, objective facts. 

To make such a collection is the purpose of this analysis. To objectively 
conclude which plays are effective and which aren't. That's why it's called 
Objective Power Play. 

Objective Power Play is based on facts from 100 power plays at the 
World's Championship in Turku 1991. The results has been compared to 30 
power plays from the German and Swiss leagues as well as the NHL in the 
years 1992 - 94. Even though the analyzed material is to small to scientifically 
prove anything, it does show some very distinct trends. Some of them are so 
clear, that they may very well be regarded as reliable characteristics for 
modern hockey, but most of all they are all objective. 
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Basic Facts of the analysis 

The 100 analyzed power plays were divided on the elaht particloctlng 
t-rims cs documented '7 he tables be!ow. A tato' to' :is ;tics were :cored. 
Trils ;s a rather nigh power play percentage in corticarison with th.e other 
leo...tees. This is however the only figure which differ disilnotly. 

The results from the c.tiffturent teams vary c ,at. In the 16 analyzed cower 
plays from Team Sweden 7 goals were scored, which is equivalent with 
power play percentage of 44%. During the 10 times Team USA was studied, it 
tic:hit score at cll. Both results are of course way off their total percentape for 
the whole tournament, but they give us an opporti,sh.-/ to compare c 5..;c-
cessful with an unsuccessful power play. That's the reason why these two 
teams are often compared in this document. 

The difference in penalty.  killing is less apparent. Team USA (58%)cnd 
Team Switzerland (50%) are the two exceptions. These figures are extreme 
and goals scored against such a penalty killing can't be looked upon as 
characteristic power play goals. That's why some of the conclusions are 
made without including the gods against these teams. 

knad D 
learn 

 	Power Plays 
Numbers of Minters of 

Goals Scored 
Power Play 
Percentage 

Numbers of 
Goals Against 

Sweden  16 7 44% 0 Finland  14 5 36% 0 
Canada  9 3 33% 0 

Soviet Union  16 5 31% 0 
Switzerland 12 3 25% 1 

Czechoslovakia  13 3 23% 0 
Germany  10 2 20% 0 

USA 10 0 0% 0 
E 100 28 28% 0 

Team Numbers of 
Penalty Killings 

Numbers of 
Goals Against 

Penalty Killing 
Percentage 

Numbers of 
Goals Scored 

Canada  12 2 83% 	I 	0 
Czechoslovakia  16 3 81% 	 0 

Sweden  18 4 78% 0 
Germany  9 2 78% 0 
Finland 8 2 75% 1 

Soviet Union 11 3 73% 0 
USA  12 5 58% 0 

Switzerland  14 7 50% 0 
5 100 28 72% I 

by 
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Establish Puck Control 

Before one can even think of scoring, one has to establish puck control 
in the offensive zone first. This is a matter of course, documented in the andy- 

b The LOrt 'tCt 	CP ?rye le Tower CH,T, c/Or;s werc scored from the 
Ci-dr-FC:LrC.'ii`y none L-;m the a&ens:ve zone as we;l. ;f the oic,/ :n 

me defer:iv e zone and me neutral :one Sfill 'Flo: a decisive importance of the 
,Thow:nr :Hy, con be determine "on t= f'cl ,recz below. 

!r, This comparison the most effective team on the power play, which 
had a power play average of 44%, is compered to the !east effective team, 
which Jot. t score at OIL 

The capability of keeping puck control 
In the defensive zone and the neutral zone 

A comparison between the most effective and least effective 
cower play teams of the World Championship 1991 

Losses of Puck Control 
per Power Play 

in the Defensive Zone 

Losses of Puck Control 
per Power Play 

in the Neutral Zone 
Most Effective Team 0.0 0,4 
Least Effective Team 0,4 1,7 
Total ave. World Cup '91 0,1 0,7 

The facts show very clearly, that the team with the most effective power 
play, also is much more capable of keeping the puck control in the defensive 
zone and the neutral zone. The difference is immense. Every power play the 
least effective team loses the puck more than five times as often (2.1 
times/power play) as the most effective team (0.4 times/power play). This 
team skill is obvious one key to a successful power play. 

The facts also show that losing the puck in the defensive or neutral zone 
once every power play is not to bad. You can still have a very good power 
play. The total average of puck losses in those zones was 0,8/power play, but 
still the total scoring average was as high as 28%. 
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Once through the neutral zone the next challenge is to establish puck 
control inside the blue line. The team skill required is to stand up against the 
ocoonents cacressivehess and colh cud< control on the face offs. The imocr- 
ch.:.--,e, of these skiiis cre iclidatec 	me foilcwhg tables. Again it's a comocri- 

son between the most effective and !east effective cower play teams. 

The capability or establishing puck control 
In the offensive zone 

Losses of Puck Control 
per Power Play due to 

aggressive defense 

Puck Control 
gained after 

offensive zone face of 
Most Effective Team 0/0 75% 
Least Effective Team 0,77 30% 
Total ave. World Cup '91 0,75 52% 

Puck control gained after face off does not only refer to actually win-
ning the draw, but does also include the skills needed to recapture the puck 
after a lost draw. Not surprisingly the better team proved to be much better in 
all these aspects. Tougher to explain though are that the statistics, concern-
ing defending the puck control against an aggressive penalty killing, seem to 
be almost identical. After a closer look however it becomes obvious that 
even in this part bF the game the differences are extreme. Considering that 
the players on the weaker team lost the puck 2,1 times/power play in their 
own and the neutral zone and lost 70% of all face offs, they hardly ever had 
the puck in the offensive zone. Still they lost it more often than the better 
team. 

Summarizing the facts concerning puck control, one can say that the 
team with the best puck control also has by far the best power play. Gaining 
and guarding the puck control is consequently one of the most substantial 
qualities of a thriving power play. 

To learn how to execute this quality, must be a main concern of every 
hockey coach, and on the next page we'll try to give some answers to the 
questions: 

What's decisive and how do you play to keep the puck? 
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Breaking into the offensive zone 

There are many way's to break into the offensive zone. 
One way is to shoot in the puck and try to pick it up again 
jeep in the zone. Also known as 
• IT.ump cnd Chose. 
L.-  other way is to °cry he puck over the blue lire 

once your in he zone either mace: 
• a snorp ?urn :c...voras me bccrts. 
• c drop pass to c player coming up from behind, 
• a pass behind the net to a team mate on the other site 

The four alternative listed above aren't directly comparable to each 
other, since it always depends on the specific situation, which alternative one 
can actually execute. Still it could be interesting to see which alternative was 
most effective. 

Established puck control in the offensive zone 
after breaking In on the power play 

race oeccentaae at e World Championship'91 - 	--v 
Dump and Chase 

- - 
Sharp Turn Drop Pass Pass to other Side 

33% 93% 99 70 59% 

Correctly executed all the four alternatives have a great chance of 
success. The close to a 100 percent likelihood, of controlling the puck after a 
drop pass or a sharp turn, underlines the theory which says, that the best way 
to beat pressure is a short pass preferably in a direction leading away from 
the opponents net. In other words quick and close support and shod defen- 
sive passes. 
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Moving the puck In the offensive zone 

Once you've established puck control ln the offenslve zone it's C*30 
ecessory to oe able to transfer it from one player to on other. The purpose is 

zit course to finally gain puck control in an area from which you can score. To 
sass the puck slgnifies c calculated risk. To Casa-be how vital the risks ore. is 
-e purpose of presenting these next facts. The facts , nere at coiiiecseo .zt 

:he World's Championship in 1991. 

Established puck control by the pass receiver... 
in the offensive zone durina the power clay 

...after a pass beating one opponent 
	 89 n 

...after a pass beating two opponents 
	 24 7. 

Example of a pass 
beating one opponent 

Example of a pass 
beating two opponents 

It's obvious, 
that the capability of controlling the puck 

over the whole ice surface 
is one of the basic necessities of a successful power play. 

Therefore 

c 	Gain and guard the puck 

is a main assignment for all players 
participating on the power play. 
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Setting up to Score 

To set up a scoring opportunity, you have to penetrate the box and get 
into the slot. Besides the option to score on the rush (category 0 on the follow-
. C page), there ore essentially three ways to get in to the middle of the zone. 

Three ways 
to penetrate into the slot 

From the end boards 
From the hc boards 
From the points 

To calculate which way is the most effective one, all attempts to set up 
c scoring chance out of these positions were registered. The results of the at-
tempts were divided into five categories (see next page). By dividing the 
number of attempts by the numbers of the results in each category, one can 
objectively tell which way is most preferable way to get the puck into the slot. 

In the 100 analyzed power plays 
a total of 244 attempts to set up goal were made. 

188 resulted in some kind of a scoring chance 
and 56 resulted in puck control for the opponents. 

An interesting fact is 
that in 100 power plays 

only 73 good scoring chances (including 28 goals) were produced. 

This means, 
to achieve such a high power play percentage as 28 % 
only 0,78 scoring chances per power play are needed. 
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Attempts to set up a scoring chance and their results 
la 

Position from which the I 
ct7errot was 

made 
Result 

A. 

End 
Boards 

3. 

Half 
Boards 

C. 

Points 

D. 

On 
the Rush 

Goal 	3 17 	I n 

First Class Scorina Chance 4 J 30 P .. 

Second Class Scoring Chance  9 5 70 8 

Third Class Scoring Chance  1 0 21 1 
Loss of Puck Control 9 21 13 -- ...) 

Total Number of Attempts  31 40 151 22 

Goals / Losses of Puck Control 47 % 3 % 57% 40 % 

The 7a ble reveals, that 17 from the 28 goais had their origin in a ploy on 
the points. A shot or a pass from the point is the source of 61 % of ail power 
play goals. 8 of the 28 goals were initiated by a play from the short boards. 
This corresponds to 29 % of all power play goals. 

This figure should maybe be put in an other perspective, since half  
of these goals were scored against the two weakest penalty killing 
teams. If goals against teams who have such low penalty killing 
average as 58 and 50 % are relevant to describe modem hockey, is 
questionable. Furthermore is it doubtful if one goal should be in this 
category at all. The puck was shot from the point, hit the boards 
behind the net and was tapped out in front of the net. Is this a play 
from behind the net or a play from the point? Anyway, not counting 
these four goals (and adding the unclassifiable goal to the point 
play category) the percentage for the different plays would be: 

      

      

    

On the Rush 

 

 

End Boards Half Boards Points 

 

    

   

8% 

 

 

13% 4% 75% 

 

    

     

      

      

Putting these facts in relation to the numbers of attempts makes it really 
interesting and even more so when they're compared with the number of 
lost puck controls. These data's (as verified in the table above) tell us, that to 
score 1 7 goals from the points the teams only gave up the puck control 13 
times. But to score one single goal initiated from the half boards, it needed a 
total of 31 losses of puck control. Knowing that puck control is one main 
source of - success and a team can only afford to lose the puck twice per 
power play, it will take 15 power plays to score one goal this way. In other 
words: 

) If your power play Is built on plays from the half boards, 
you shouldn't expect a better average than 6.6 %. 



area 	 area 

the slot 

the points 

Six categories 
of peripheral play making... 

...from the half boards 
A. = Pass 
B. = Penetrating pass 
C. = Carry the puck 

...from the end boards 
D. = Pass 
E. = Penetrating pass 
F. Carry the puck  
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Peripheral Power Play 

Beside the slot and the points (from 
where one can actually score) the of- 

	

tensHe 	consist of the peripheral 
area. 1:-Oni -. here one can only c-ace 

coot' scoring chance through ploy 
etrier by corryina or basslna 

he ;1; 

To conclude which way is the most e.f- 
fec7H. e, the table below shows the 

	

OF  

	re- 
me various options. 

The peripheral play making options, to penetrate into the slot, are a-
vided in 6 categories. Missing in this analysis are the plays from the peripheral 
area to the points. Generally speaking however, one can say that almost 
every puck control on the points started with a play from the half boards. 

Peripheral Play Making and it's outcome 
The figures mark the number of plays made per Category 

------..._ 	Peripheral Area  From the Half Boards From the End Boards 

Result 	-.."---.., Category  A. B. C. D. E. F. 

Goal  1 0 0 6" 0 2 

First Class Scoring Chance  0 3 0 _ 4 0 0 

Second Class Scoring Chance  0 2 3 5 0 4 

Third Class Scoring Chance 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Loss of Puck Control  4" 18 9 8 o 1 

Loss of Puck Control / Goals 4 co 0.0 1,33 x 0,5 

= including the 5 questionable goals mentioneda ov 
S. 	= one resulted in a goal against 
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The table confirms the facts, that short and safe passes are more effec-
tive and long passes mostly end up with a loss of the puck control. The great-
est chances of success in the peripheral ploy making have the plays made 
from the end boards. Even if the total number of goals (8) initiated from this 
area has some questionable factors, the chances to score on a play made 
here are still many times bigger as any play from the halfboards. 

An attempt to a penetrating pass from the half boards is almost guaran-
teed to fail. Statistically still three good scoring chances on 23 attempts were 
created. What the statistic doesn't show is that all of the three scoring 
chances were possible due to major mistakes by the defending team and all 
the plays were made inside the face off circle. So the play maker was actu-
ally pretty close to the slot all ready. 

Most teams seams to prefer to establish their puck control by the half-
boards. Some teams also try to make the determining play from there. The 
facts above tells us very clearly, that the chances for those plays to create a 
goal are very limited. The following selected facts will accentuate this state- 
ment. 

In 100 analyzed power plays 
. 	the play making from the halfboards... 

• ...only initiated one goal. 
• ...lead to a loss of puck control in 31 out of 40 plays. 
• ...lead directly to a goal against. 
• ...gave the result of 1 - 1: 

Based on these facts one can do nothing but recommend to establish 
the puck control at the half boards, but to pass it to the short board first, be-
fore making the determining play into the slot. An other option would be to 
pass the puck to the point. The outcome of those plays will be looked upon in 
the next sequence: 

Peripheral Play Making 

A. = Area preferable to 
control puck 

B. = Area preferable to 
make play 
into the slot 
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Playing the Point 

As already concluded, the overwhelming majority of all power play 
coals were initiated from the blue line. Furthermore, most numbers of scoring 

— 	— j relatively few losses of puck control had their sources at the 
The objective foots of the imR.tortance of the points in the power play 

cc 	 e exbressed by these following numbers: 

On the power play 
the plays from the points produce...  

_61-75 % of all goals. 
.67 % of all first class scoring chances. 

...76 % of all second class scoring chances. 
...23 % of all puck control losses. 

With these facts on hand a closer look at the power play on the points 
seams to be very interesting. The following analysis will try to clarify some use-
ful facts. 

To create a scorinq chance the player on the point has these 8 options. 
Shoot or pass... 

...from an area 
straight in front of the net... 

(in between the face off dots) 

...from an angle.. 
(outside the face off dots) 

A. ...on net. 
B. ...to create a rebound. 
C 	...for a tip in. 
0. ...on a screened goalie. 

F. ...on net. 
F. ...to create a rebound. 
G....for a tip in. 
H. ...on a screened goalie. 

To interpret which option is the most effective one, the results from the 
various plays are listed in the table below. 

Option 
Result 

Straight in Front Angle 
A BCD E FGHE 

Goal 4 7 2 2 0 0 2 0 17 
First Class Scoring Chance 2 12 11 3 1 0 1 0 30 

Second Class Scoring Chance 18 8 11 26 10 4 0 2 79 
Third Class Scoring Chance 13 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 21 

Loss of Puck Control 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 
E Scoring Chances 37 27 24 32 19 4 3 2 148 

120 28 148 
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Studying the facts in the table on the opposite side, its indisputable that 
the most and the best scoring chances are produced by a point play from an 
area straight in front of the net (Straight in front = The area between the face 
off dots). These plays were the source to 110 out of 168 scoring chances and 
15 out of 28 power play goals. Expressed in percentage one can say that 59% 
of all power play scoring chances and 54% of all power play goals are initi-
ated by a point play from the area between the face off dots. Not consider-
ing the four questionable goals menticled earlier and adding the unclassifi-
able goal to the point play category, the importance of the point plays in 
between the dots is tremendous. 67 % of all power play goals have their 
source in a play from this area. The figure below is illustrating these facts. 

Origin of the decisive play 
of the power play goals* 

Location from which 
the play 

leading up to... 

...a goal was made 

g ...a goal against 
a week penalty killing 

was made 

(D Unclassifiable goal 
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• = in 100 selected power plays 
at the Worlds Championship 1991 

Not included: two goals scored on the rush 

Summary 

To make a summary of this analysis appear pretty simple. 
All you have to do to play a good and effective power play is: 

Collectively control the puck. 
2. Move the puck to the point. 
3. Have players in front of the net. 

Shoot! 

Nothing new 
Nothing spectacular 

but based on objective facts. 
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